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THE LONG-DERIDED

COSMOLOGICAL

CONSTANT—

A CONTRIVANCE OF 

ALBERT EINSTEIN’S—

MAY EXPLAIN CHANGES 

IN THE EXPANSION RATE

OF THE UNIVERSE

ANTIGRAVITY
BY LAWRENCE M. KRAUSS

Cosmological

SO-CALLED EMPTY SPACE is actually filled with elementary particles that
pop in and out of existence too quickly to be detected directly. Their
presence is the consequence of a basic principle of quantum mechanics
combined with special relativity: nothing is exact, not even nothingness.
The aggregate energy represented by these virtual particles, like other
forms of energy, could exert a gravitational force, which could be either
attractive or repulsive depending on physical principles that are not yet
understood. On macroscopic scales the energy could act as the
cosmological constant proposed by Albert Einstein.
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“To see what is in front of one’s nose requires a constant strug-
gle.” These words aptly describe the workings of modern cos-
mology. The universe is all around us—we are part of it—yet
scientists must sometimes look halfway across it to understand
the processes that led to our existence on the earth. And al-
though researchers believe that the underlying principles of na-
ture are simple, unraveling them is another matter. The clues
in the sky can be subtle. Orwell’s adage is doubly true for cos-
mologists grappling with the recent observations of exploding
stars hundreds of millions of light-years away. Contrary to
most expectations, they are finding that the expansion of the
universe may not be slowing down but rather speeding up.

Astronomers have known that the visible universe is ex-
panding since at least 1929, when Edwin P. Hubble demon-
strated that distant galaxies are moving apart as they would if
the entire cosmos were uniformly swelling in size. These out-
ward motions are counteracted by the collective gravity of
galaxy clusters and all the planets, stars, gas and dust they con-
tain. Even the minuscule gravitational pull of, say, a paper clip
retards cosmic expansion by a slight amount. A decade ago a
congruence of theory and observations suggested that there
were enough paper clips and other matter in the universe to
almost, but never quite, halt the expansion. In the geometric
terms that Albert Einstein encouraged cosmologists to adopt,
the universe seemed to be “flat.”

The flat universe is an intermediate between two other plau-
sible geometries, called “open” and “closed.” In a cosmos where
matter does battle with the outward impulse from the big bang,
the open case represents the victory of expansion: the universe
would go on expanding forever. In the closed case, gravity
would have the upper hand, and the universe would eventual-
ly collapse again, ending in a fiery “big crunch.” The open, closed
and flat scenarios are analogous to launching a rocket faster
than, slower than or exactly at the earth’s escape velocity—the
speed necessary to overcome the planet’s gravitational attraction.

That we live in a flat universe, the perfect balance of pow-
er, is one of the hallmark predictions of standard inflationary
theory, which postulates a very early period of rapid expansion
to reconcile several paradoxes in the conventional formulation
of the big bang. Although the visible contents of the cosmos are
clearly not enough to make the universe flat, celestial dynamics
indicate that there is far more matter than meets the eye. Most
of the material in galaxies and assemblages of galaxies must be
invisible to telescopes. Over a decade ago I applied the term
“quintessence” to this so-called dark matter, borrowing a term
Aristotle used for the ether—the invisible material supposed to

permeate all of space [see “Dark Matter in the Universe,” by
Lawrence M. Krauss; Scientific American, December 1986].

Yet an overwhelming body of evidence now implies that
even the unseen matter is not enough to produce a flat universe.
If that is so, its main constituents cannot be visible matter, dark
matter or radiation. Instead the universe must be composed
largely of an even more ethereal form of energy that inhabits
empty space, including that which is in front of our noses.

Fatal Attraction
The idea of such energy has a long and checkered history,
which began when Einstein completed his general theory of rel-
ativity, more than a decade before Hubble’s convincing demon-
stration that the universe is expanding. By tying together space,
time and matter, relativity promised what had previously been
impossible: a scientific understanding not merely of the dy-
namics of objects within the universe but of the universe itself.
There was only one problem. Unlike other fundamental forces
felt by matter, gravity is universally attractive—it only pulls; it
cannot push. The unrelenting gravitational attraction of mat-
ter could cause the universe to collapse eventually. So Einstein,
who presumed the universe to be static and stable, added an
extra term to his equations, a “cosmological term,” which
could stabilize the universe by producing a new long-range
force throughout space. If its value were positive, the term
would represent a repulsive force—a kind of antigravity that
could hold the universe up under its own weight.

Alas, within five years Einstein abandoned this kludge,
which he associated with his “biggest blunder.” The stability
offered by the term turned out to be illusory, and, more im-
portant, evidence had begun to mount that the universe is ex-
panding. As early as 1923, Einstein wrote in a letter to mathe-
matician Hermann Weyl that “if there is no quasi-static world,
then away with the cosmological term!” Like the ether before
it, the term appeared to be headed for the dustbin of history.

Physicists were happy to do without such an intrusion. In
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Novelist and social critic George Orwell wrote in 1946,
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the general theory of relativity, the source of gravitational
forces (whether attractive or repulsive) is energy. Matter is sim-
ply one form of energy. But Einstein’s cosmological term is dis-
tinct. The energy associated with it does not depend on posi-
tion or time—hence the name “cosmological constant.” The
force caused by the constant operates even in the complete ab-
sence of matter or radiation. Therefore, its source must be a cu-
rious energy that resides in empty space. The cosmological con-
stant, like the ether, endows the void with an almost metaphys-
ical aura. With its demise, nature was once again reasonable.

Or was it? In the 1930s glimmers of the cosmological con-
stant arose in a completely independent context: the effort to
combine the laws of quantum mechanics with Einstein’s spe-
cial theory of relativity. Physicists Paul A. M. Dirac and later
Richard Feynman, Julian S. Schwinger and Shinichiro Tomo-
naga showed that empty space was more complicated than
anyone had previously imagined. Elementary particles, it
turned out, can spontaneously pop out of nothingness and dis-
appear again, if they do so for a time so short that one cannot
measure them directly [see “Exploiting Zero-Point Energy,” by
Philip Yam; Scientific American, December 1997]. Such vir-
tual particles, as they are called, may appear as far-fetched as
angels sitting on the head of a pin. But there is a difference. The
unseen particles produce measurable effects, such as alterations
to the energy levels of atoms as well as forces between nearby
metal plates. The theory of virtual particles agrees with obser-
vations to nine decimal places. (Angels, in contrast, normally
have no discernible effect on either atoms or plates.) Like it or
not, empty space is not empty after all.

Virtual Reality
IF VIRTUAL PARTICLES can change the properties of atoms,
might they also affect the expansion of the universe? In 1967

Russian astrophysicist Yakov B. Zeldovich showed that the en-
ergy of virtual particles should act precisely as the energy as-
sociated with a cosmological constant. But there was a serious
problem. Quantum theory predicts a whole spectrum of vir-
tual particles, spanning every possible wavelength. When
physicists add up all the effects, the total energy comes out in-
finite. Even if theorists ignore quantum effects smaller than a
certain wavelength—for which poorly understood quantum
gravitational effects presumably alter things—the calculated
vacuum energy is roughly 120 orders of magnitude larger than
the energy contained in all the matter in the universe.

What would be the effect of such a humongous cosmolog-
ical constant? Taking a cue from Orwell’s maxim, you can eas-
ily put an observational limit on its value. Hold out your hand
and look at your fingers. If the constant were as large as quan-
tum theory naively suggests, the space between your eyes and
your hand would expand so rapidly that the light from your
hand would never reach your eyes. To see what is in front of
your face would be a constant struggle (so to speak), and you
would always lose. The fact that you can see anything at all
means that the energy of empty space cannot be large. And the
fact that we can see not only to the ends of our arms but also
to the far reaches of the universe puts an even more stringent
limit on the cosmological constant: almost 120 orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the estimate mentioned above. The dis-
crepancy between theory and observation is the most perplex-
ing quantitative puzzle in physics [see “The Mystery of the Cos-
mological Constant,” by Larry Abbott; Scientific American,
May 1988].

The simplest conclusion is that some as yet undiscovered
physical law causes the cosmological constant to vanish. But as
much as theorists might like the constant to go away, various
astronomical observations—of the age of the universe, the den-
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NONBARYONIC 
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CONTENTS OF THE UNIVERSE include billions of galaxies, each one containing an equally mind-boggling number of stars. Yet the bulk of matter seems to

consist of dark matter, whose identity is still uncertain. The cosmological constant, if its existence is confirmed, would act like a yet more exotic form of

dark energy on cosmological scales. The quantity omega (Ω) is the ratio of the density of matter or energy to the density required for flatness. —L.M.K.

Types of Matter
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sity of matter and the nature of cosmic structures—all inde-
pendently suggest that it may be here to stay.

Determining the age of the universe is one of the long-stand-
ing issues of modern cosmology. By measuring the velocities of
galaxies, astronomers can calculate how long it took them to
arrive at their present positions, assuming they all started out
at the same place. For a first approximation, one can ignore the
deceleration caused by gravity. Then the universe would ex-

pand at a constant speed and the time interval would just be
the ratio of the distance between galaxies to their measured
speed of separation—that is, the reciprocal of the famous Hub-
ble constant. The higher the value of the Hubble constant, the
faster the expansion rate and hence the younger the universe.

Hubble’s first estimate of his eponymous constant was al-
most 500 kilometers per second per megaparsec—which
would mean that two galaxies separated by a distance of one
megaparsec (about three million light-years) are moving apart,
on average, at 500 kilometers per second. This value would
imply a cosmic age of about two billion years, which is in
painful contradiction with the known age of the earth—about
four billion years. When the gravitational attraction of matter
is taken into account, the analysis predicts that objects moved
faster early on, taking even less time to get to their present po-
sitions than if their speed had been constant. This refinement
reduces the age estimate by one third, unfortunately worsen-
ing the discrepancy.

Over the past seven decades, astronomers have improved
their determination of the expansion rate, but the tension be-

tween the calculated age of the universe and the age of objects
within it has persisted. In the past decade, with the launch of
the Hubble Space Telescope and the development of new ob-
servational techniques, disparate measurements of the Hub-
ble constant are finally beginning to converge. Wendy L. Freed-
man of the Carnegie Observatories and her colleagues have in-
ferred a value of 73 kilometers per second per megaparsec (with
a most likely range, depending on experimental error, of 65 to

81). These results put the upper limit on the age of a flat uni-
verse at about 10 billion years.

The Age Crisis
I S THAT VALUE OLD ENOUGH? It depends on the age of
the oldest objects that astronomers can date. Among the most
ancient stars in our galaxy are those found in tight groups
known as globular clusters, some of which are located in the
outskirts of our galaxy and are thus thought to have formed
before the rest of the Milky Way. Estimates of their age, based
on calculations of how fast stars burn their nuclear fuel, tradi-
tionally ranged from 15 billion to 20 billion years. Such objects
appeared to be older than the universe.

To determine whether this age conflict was the fault of cos-
mology or of stellar modeling, in 1995 my colleagues—Brian C.
Chaboyer, then at the Canadian Institute of Theoretical Astro-
physics, Pierre Demarque of Yale University and Peter J. Ker-
nan of Case Western Reserve University—and I reassessed the
globular cluster ages. We simulated the life cycles of three mil-
lion different stars whose properties spanned the existing un-
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DEMONSTRATION OF CASIMIR EFFECT is one
way that physicists have corroborated the

theory that space is filled with fleeting 
virtual particles. The Casimir effect

generates forces between metal objects—for
instance, an attractive force between

parallel metal plates (near right). Loosely
speaking, the finite spacing of the plates

prevents virtual particles larger than a
certain wavelength from materializing in the

gap. Therefore, there are more particles
outside the plates than between them, an

imbalance that pushes the plates together
( far right). The Casimir effect has a

distinctive dependence on the shape of the
plates, which allows physicists to tease it out

from other forces of nature.         —L.M.K.
Casimir plates

Vacuum
fluctuations

The cosmological constant 
provides much of the force that holds the universe up 

under its own weight.
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MAP OF MODELS shows how the unfolding of the universe depends on two
key cosmological quantities: the average density of matter (horizontal
axis) and the density of energy in the cosmological constant (vertical axis).
Their values, given here in standard cosmological units, have three distinct
effects. First, their sum (which represents the total cosmic energy content)
determines the geometry of spacetime (yellow line). Second, their difference

(which represents the relative strength of expansion and gravity) determines
how the expansion rate changes over time (blue line). These two effects have
been probed by recent observations (shaded regions). The third, a balance of
the two densities, determines the fate of the universe (red line). The three
effects have many permutations—unlike the view in which the cosmological
constant is assumed to be zero and there are only two possible outcomes.
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certainties and then compared our model stars with those in
globular clusters. The oldest, we concluded, could be as young
as 12.5 billion years old, which was still at odds with the age of
a flat, matter-dominated universe.

But two years ago the Hipparcos satellite, launched by the
European Space Agency to measure the locations of more than
100,000 nearby stars, revised the distances to these stars and,
indirectly, to globular clusters. The new distances affected es-
timates of their brightness and forced us to redo our analysis,
because brightness determines the rate at which stars consume
fuel and hence their life spans. Although the newly derived ages
were somewhat smaller, the most recent analysis by our group
puts a best-fit age of the universe at 13.4 billion years, with a
lower limit of 11.2 billion years, clearly in conflict with the up-
per limit for a flat, matter-dominated universe. 

A lower density of matter, signifying an open universe with
slower deceleration, would ease the tension somewhat. Even
so, the only way to lift the age above 12.5 billion years would
be to consider a universe dominated not by matter but by a cos-
mological constant. The resulting repulsive force would cause
the Hubble expansion to accelerate over time. Galaxies would
have been moving apart slower than they are today, taking

longer to reach their present separation, so the universe would
be older.

Meanwhile other pillars of observational cosmology have
recently been shaken, too. As astronomers have used the lat-
est technology to survey ever larger regions of the cosmos, their
ability to tally up its contents has improved. Now the case is
compelling that the total amount of matter is insufficient to
yield a flat universe.

This cosmic census first involves calculations of the syn-
thesis of elements by the big bang. The light elements in the cos-
mos—hydrogen and helium and their rarer isotopes, such as
deuterium—were created in the early universe in relative
amounts that depended on the number of available protons
and neutrons, the constituents of normal matter. Thus, by com-
paring the abundances of the various isotopes, astronomers can
deduce the total amount of ordinary matter that was produced
in the big bang. (There could, of course, also be other matter
not composed of protons and neutrons.)

The relevant observations took a big step forward in 1996,
when David R. Tytler and Scott Burles of the University of Cal-
ifornia at San Diego and their colleagues measured the pri-
mordial abundance of deuterium using absorption of quasar

light by intergalactic hydrogen clouds. Be-
cause these clouds have never contained stars,
their deuterium could have been created only
by the big bang. Tytler and Burles’s finding
implies that the average density of ordinary
matter is between 4 and 7 percent of the
amount needed for the universe to be flat.

Astronomers have also probed the densi-
ty of matter by studying the largest gravita-
tionally bound objects in the universe: clusters
of galaxies. These groupings of hundreds of
galaxies account for almost all visible matter.
Most of their luminous content takes the form
of hot intergalactic gas, which emits x-rays.
The temperature of this gas, inferred from the
spectrum of the x-rays, depends on the total
mass of the cluster: in more massive clusters,
the gravity is stronger and hence the pressure
that supports the gas against gravity must be
larger, which drives the temperature higher.
In 1993 Simon D. M. White, now at the Max
Planck Institute for Astrophysics in Garching,
Germany, and his colleagues compiled infor-
mation about several different clusters to ar-
gue that luminous matter accounted for be-
tween 10 and 20 percent of the total mass of
the objects. When combined with the mea-
surements of deuterium, these results imply
that the total density of clustered matter—in-
cluding protons and neutrons as well as more
exotic particles such as certain dark matter
candidates—is at most 60 percent of that re-
quired to flatten the universe. G
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COSMIC COINCIDENCE is one of many mysteries swirling about the cosmological constant.
The average density of ordinary matter decreases as the universe expands (red). The
equivalent density represented by the cosmological constant is fixed (black). So why,
despite these opposite behaviors, do the two have nearly the same value today? The con-
sonance is either happenstance, a precondition for human existence (an appeal to the weak
anthropic principle) or an indication of a mechanism not currently envisaged. —L.M.K.
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A third set of observations, ones that also bear on the dis-
tribution of matter at the largest scales, supports the view that
the universe has too little mass to make it flat. Perhaps no oth-
er subfield of cosmology has advanced so much in the past 20
years as the understanding of the origin and nature of cosmic
structures. Astronomers had long assumed that galaxies coa-
lesced from slight concentrations of matter in the early uni-
verse, but no one knew what would have produced such un-
dulations. The development of the inflationary theory in the
1980s provided the first plausible mechanism—namely, the en-
largement of quantum fluctuations to macroscopic size.

Numerical simulations of the growth of structures follow-
ing inflation have shown that if dark matter was not made from
protons and neutrons but from some other type of particle
(such as so-called WIMPs), tiny ripples in the cosmic micro-
wave background radiation could grow into the structures now
seen. Moreover, concentrations of matter should still be evolv-
ing into clusters of galaxies if the overall density of matter is

high. The relatively slow growth of the number of rich clus-
ters over the recent history of the universe suggests that the den-
sity of matter is less than 50 percent of that required for a flat
universe [see “The Evolution of Galaxy Clusters,” by J. Patrick
Henry, Ulrich G. Briel and Hans Böhringer; Scientific Amer-
ican, December 1998].

Nothing Matters
THESE MANY FINDINGS that the universe has too little mat-
ter to make it flat have become convincing enough to overcome
the strong theoretical prejudice against this possibility. Two in-
terpretations are possible: either the universe is open, or it is
made flat by some additional form of energy that is not associ-
ated with ordinary matter. To distinguish between these alter-
natives, astronomers have been pushing to measure the micro-
wave background at high resolution. The cosmic microwave
background—the literal afterglow of the big bang—emanates
from a “last scattering” surface located more than 12 billion
light-years away from us. The surface represents a time when
the universe first cooled sufficiently so that the previously ion-
ized plasma of protons and electrons could combine to form
neutral hydrogen, which is transparent to radiation.

When we measure the CMB radiation today in different di-
rections, we are measuring regions that were far enough apart
that they could not have been in casual contact back then. Re-
gions separated by less than about a degree could have been
traversed at the speed of light over the 300,000 years or so it
took the radiation gas to cool. This angular scale should leave
a remnant imprint in the CMB “map” that current detectors
measure. The actual angular scale associated with this distance,
however, depends on the geometry of the universe. In a flat uni-
verse, light rays travel in straight lines as one traces them back
to their source. In an open universe, light rays diverge as one
traces them back, and in a closed universe they converge. In
an open universe, therefore, the characteristic angular scale as-
sociated with this “horizon size” at the last scattering surface
should be smaller than it would appear if the universe were flat,
and in a closed universe it should be larger. Since late 1998 the
BOOMERanG (Balloon Observations of Millimetric Extra-
galactic Radiation and Geophysics) experiment in Antarctica,
as well as other balloon experiments in Canada and the U.S.,
has found definitive evidence of this angular signature’s exis-
tence. Moreover, the fact that it corresponds to an angular scale
of about one degree provides, for the very first time, a direct
measurement of the geometry of the universe. And the universe
does appear to be precisely flat.

Meanwhile researchers studying distant supernovae have
provided the first direct, if tentative, evidence that the expan-
sion of the universe is accelerating, a telltale sign of a cosmo-
logical constant with the same value implied by the other data
[see “Surveying Spacetime with Supernovae,” on page 22]. Ob-
servations of the microwave background and of supernovae il-
luminate two different aspects of cosmology. The microwave
background reveals the geometry of the universe, which is sen-
sitive to the total density of energy, in whatever form, where-
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The Fate of the Universe
THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT changes the usual simple
picture of the future of the universe. Traditionally, cosmology
has predicted two possible outcomes that depend on the
geometry of the universe or, equivalently, on the average
density of matter. If the density of a matter-filled universe
exceeds a certain critical value, it is “closed,” in which case it will
eventually stop expanding, start contracting and ultimately
vanish in a fiery apocalypse. If the density is less than the
critical value, the universe is “open” and will expand forever. A
“flat” universe, for which the density equals the critical value,
also will expand forever but at an ever slower rate.

Yet these scenarios assume that the cosmological constant
equals zero. If not, it—rather than matter—may control the
ultimate fate of the universe. The reason is that the constant, by
definition, represents a fixed density of energy in space. Matter
cannot compete: a doubling in radius dilutes its density
eightfold. In an expanding universe the energy density
associated with a cosmological constant must win out. If the
constant has a positive value, it generates a long-range
repulsive force in space, and the universe will continue to
expand even if the total energy density in matter and in space
exceeds the critical value. (Large negative values of the
constant are ruled out because the resulting attractive force
would already have brought the universe to an end.)

Even this new prediction for eternal expansion assumes that
the constant is indeed constant, as general relativity suggests
that it should be. If in fact the energy density of empty space
does vary with time, the fate of the universe will depend on how
it does so. And there may be a precedent for such changes—

namely, the inflationary expansion in the primordial universe.
Perhaps the universe is just now entering a new era of inflation,
one that may eventually come to an end. —L.M.K.
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THREE GEOMETRIES are shown here from two different perspectives: a hypothetical
outside view that ignores, for the sake of illustration, one of the spatial dimensions 
(left column) and an inside view that shows all three dimensions as well as a reference
framework (right column). The outside view is useful for seeing the basic geometric
rules. The inside view reveals the apparent sizes of objects (which, in these diagrams,
are the same actual size) at different distances. Here objects and framework 
redden with distance.

Flat space obeys the familiar rules of Euclidean geometry. The angular size of identical
spheres is inversely proportional to distance—the usual vanishing-point perspective
taught in art class.

Spherical space has the geometric properties of a globe. With increasing distance, the
spheres at first seem smaller. They reach a minimum apparent size and subsequently
look larger. (Similarly, lines of longitude emanating from a pole separate, reach a
maximum separation at the equator and then refocus onto the opposite pole.) This
framework consists of dodecahedra.

Hyperbolic space has the geometry of a saddle. Angular size shrinks much more rapidly
with distance than in Euclidean space. Because angles are more acute, five cubelike
objects fit around each edge, rather than only four.

IF THE UNIVERSE had an “outside” and people could
view it from that perspective, cosmology would be
much easier. Lacking these gifts, astronomers
must infer the basic shape of the universe from its
geometric properties. Everyday experience
indicates that space is Euclidean, or “flat,” on small
scales. Parallel lines never meet, triangles span
180 degrees, the circumference of a circle is 2πr,
and so on. But it would be wrong to assume that the
universe is Euclidean on large scales, just as it
would be wrong to conclude that the earth is flat
just because a small patch of it looks flat.

There are two other possible three-dimensional
geometries consistent with the observations of
cosmic homogeneity (the equivalence of all points
in space) and isotropy (the equivalence of all
directions). They are the spherical, or “closed,”
geometry and the hyperbolic, or “open,” geometry.
Both are characterized by a curvature length
analogous to the earth’s radius. If the curvature is
positive, the geometry is spherical; if negative,
hyperbolic. For distances much smaller than this
length, all geometries look Euclidean.

In a spherical universe, as on the earth’s
surface, parallel lines eventually meet, triangles
can span up to 540 degrees, and the circumference
of a circle is smaller than 2πr. Because the space
curves back on itself, the spherical universe is
finite. In a hyperbolic universe, parallel lines
diverge, triangles have less than 180 degrees,
and the circumference of a circle is larger than
2πr. Such a universe, like Euclidean space, is
infinite in size. 

These three geometries have quite different
effects on perspective (see illustration at right),
which distort the appearance of features in the
cosmic microwave background radiation. The
largest ripples in the background have the same
absolute size regardless of the process of infla-
tion. If the universe is flat, the largest undulations
would appear to be about one degree across. But if
the universe is hyperbolic, the same features
should appear to be only half that size, simply
because of the geometric distortion of light rays.

Ground and balloon-borne observations
suggest that the ripples are one degree across,
which implies that the universe is nearly flat. 
The Microwave Anisotropy Probe, which is
expected to return data soon, will make definitive
measurements of these fluctations.
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as the supernovae directly probe the expansion rate of the uni-
verse, which depends on the difference between the density of
matter (which slows the expansion) and the cosmological con-
stant (which can speed it up). 

Together all these results suggest that the constant con-
tributes between 50 and 75 percent of the energy needed to
make the universe flat [see illustration on page 35]. Despite the
preponderance of evidence, it is worth remembering the old
saw that an astronomical theory whose predictions agree with
all observations is probably wrong, if only because some of the
measurements or some of the predictions are likely to be erro-
neous. Nevertheless, theorists are already scrambling to un-
derstand what 20 years ago would have been unthinkable: a
cosmological constant greater than zero yet much smaller than
current quantum theories predict. Some feat of fine-tuning must
subtract virtual-particle energies to 123 decimal places but
leave the 124th untouched—a precision seen nowhere else in
nature.

One direction, explored by Steven Weinberg of the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin and his colleagues, invokes the last
resort of cosmologists, the anthropic principle. If the observed
universe is merely one of an infinity of disconnected univers-
es—each of which might have slightly different constants of na-
ture, as suggested by some incarnations of inflationary theory
combined with emerging ideas of quantum gravity—then
physicists can hope to estimate the magnitude of the cosmo-
logical constant by asking in which universes intelligent life is
likely to evolve. Weinberg and others have arrived at a result
that is compatible with the apparent magnitude of the cosmo-
logical constant.

Most theorists, however, do not find these notions con-
vincing, as they imply that there is no reason for the constant
to take on a particular value; it just does. Although that argu-
ment may be true, physicists have not yet exhausted the other
possibilities, which might allow the constant to be constrained
by fundamental theory rather than by accidents of history.

Another direction of research follows in a tradition estab-
lished by Dirac. He argued that there is one measured large
number in the universe—its age (or, equivalently, its size). If cer-
tain physical quantities were changing over time, they might
naturally be either very large or very small today [see “P.A.M.
Dirac and the Beauty of Physics,” by R. Corby Hovis and Helge
Kragh; Scientific American, May 1993]. The cosmological
constant could be one example. It might not, in fact, be con-
stant. After all, if the cosmological constant is fixed and nonze-
ro, we are living at the first and only time in the cosmic histo-
ry when the density of matter, which decreases as the universe
expands, is comparable to the energy stored in empty space.
Why the coincidence? Several groups have instead imagined
that some form of cosmic energy mimics a cosmological con-
stant but varies with time.

This concept was explored by P. James E. Peebles and
Bharat V. Ratra of Princeton University more than a decade
ago. Motivated by the new supernova findings, other groups
have resurrected the idea. Some have drawn on emerging con-

cepts from string theory. Robert R. Caldwell of Dartmouth
College and Paul J. Steinhardt of Princeton have reproposed
the term “quintessence” to describe this variable energy [see
“The Quintessential Universe,” on page 40]. It is one measure
of the theoretical conundrum that the dark matter that origi-
nally deserved this term now seems almost mundane by com-
parison. As much as I like the word, none of the theoretical
ideas for quintessence seems compelling. Each is ad hoc. The
enormity of the cosmological-constant problem remains.

How will cosmologists know for certain whether they have
to reconcile themselves to this theoretically perplexing universe?
New measurements of the microwave background and of
galaxy evolution, the continued analysis of distant supernovae
and measurements of gravitational lensing of distant quasars
should be able to pin down the cosmological constant over the
next few years. One thing is already certain. The standard cos-
mology of the 1980s, postulating a flat universe dominated by
matter, is dead. The universe appears to be filled with an ener-
gy of unknown origin. This will require a dramatic new under-
standing of physics. Put another way, “nothing” could not pos-
sibly be more interesting.
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M O R E  T O  E X P L O R E

OBSERVATION ΩMATTER

Age of universe <1

Density of protons and neutrons 0.3–0.6

Galaxy clustering 0.3–0.4

Galaxy evolution 0.3–0.5

Cosmic microwave background radiation <~1

Supernovae type Ia 0.2–0.5

Summary of Inferred Values 
of Cosmic Matter Density
MEASUREMENTS of the contribution to Ω from matter are in rough 

concordance. Most astronomers now accept that matter alone cannot

make Ω equal to 1. But other forms of energy, such as the cosmological

constant, may also pitch in. —L.M.K.
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